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Abstract
The Recommended Standard-232 (RS-232) have for decades ruled in the world of computing. 
Peripherals such as printers have been connected to Personal Computers (PC) via RS-232 it was not 
only used between PC and peripherals but even for Modems. Now the era of that interface is over 
and a newer, faster technique has come to light. The Universal Serial Bus (USB). 

The USB is a Universal Bus indicating that it is able to work on any PC with any Operative System 
(OS). 

We have upgraded a debug board that is used for debugging various Device Under Test (DUT). The 
board now includes USB interface between the PC and board instead of RS-232. 

Our task is to upgrade drivers for the USB connector, program the components on the board such as 
the Microcontroller (MCU) so we can transfer data from PC through the debug board and out to the 
DUTs. When the work is done the board will be able to debug other Ericsson devices by sending 
different commands from the PC, these commands are sent via the Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
that we have developed for the debug board. We will also be able to listen and record the data 
coming from the DUTs 

Sammanfattning

I årtionden har RS-232 varit härskande i datorvärlden. Datorutrustning såsom skrivare har kopplats 
ihop till datorer via RS-232, gränssnittet användes inte bara för anslutning mellan dator och diverse 
utrustning utan även som koppling till modem. Nu är eran över för RS-232 gränssnittet och en 
nyare och yngre version har skapats, USB gränssnittet. 

USB är ett engelskt ord för universal seriell buss och i namnet så indikerar man att den är just det 
universal, som kan fungera på alla datorer samt olika OS. 

Vi har uppgraderat ett felsöknings kort även kallat “debug” på engelska. Kortet används för att 
felsöka olika enheter som används på företaget. Kortet har numera ett USB uttag för att koppla ihop 
dator till kortet istället för RS-232 gränssnittet. 

Vi har i uppgift att bl.a. uppgradera drivrutiner för USB uttaget,  programmera olika komponenter 
på kortet såsom MCU för att kunna överföra data från en dator via debugkortet och ut till externa 
enheter. När jobbet är klart så ska kortet kunna användas för att felsöka andra Ericsson enheter 
genom att skicka olika kommandon, Detta sker via ett Grafiskt Gränssnitt på datorn som vi har 
skapat för kortet. Man ska även kunna lyssna och spela in datan som kommer in från dessa externa 
enheter.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Project Background

In electrical design as well as in software development, when debugging is needed, it is very 
important to have the appropriate debug tools. For some test boards it is common to have a Joint 
Test Action Group (JTAG) connection and a special interface to be able to communicate with the 
Central Processor Unit (CPU) and other hardware parts. This can be used to download firmware, 
debug and trace of software.

A test board with the above stated support for connections have been developed, but with an RS-
232 connection to the PC.

1.2 Problem Statement

The assignment that have been given to us is aimed to modernize a test board which is to test 
different devices with firmware or debug and trace of software.

The test board currently has an RS-232 connection to the PC, and because of the fact that these 
types of connections normally no longer are supported by default in today computers it has to be 
upgraded to keep up with the today's standard.

In other words, the assignment is to write necessary firmware which will enable the different 
interfaces to communicate with each other and establish a connection within the test board. There 
should also be written documentation so that other people can continue after the project is done and 
extend with more features and functionality if necessary.

1.3 Limitations 

The limitations of this project is mainly to work in a Windows environment with access to a Linux 
hub. The Linux hub will mainly be used for compiling and building the source code for the 
hardware part of the project.

The programming languages that will be used includes: C for the firmware that will be loaded to the 
microcontroller, C# for the Windows Graphical User Interface (GUI) and (Very High Speed 
Integrated Circuit) Hardware Description Language (VHDL) for implementation of the Field 
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).

For compiling the source code we use Small Device C Compiler (SDCC) for the microprocessor 
and ModelSim for the FPGA.
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1.4 Requirements 

1. FPGA Design

 1.1 Level 1
• Implement the Parallel interface between the USB microcontroller and the FPGA.
• Create a register area which is read and write accessible from the USB microcontroller.
• Control General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) from the registers.

1.2 Level 2

• Implement the RS-232 interfaces towards the DUT.
• Implement support for interrupt handling towards the MCU.

1.3 level 3

• Full Peripheral Interchange Program (PIP) listener functionality.

2. SW Design

2.1 Level 1

• Command Line Interface (CLI) for serial port and register access towards the FPGA.

2.2 Level 2

• Windows GUI for serial ports.
• GUI shall be written in C#.

2.3 Level 3

• Full PIP listener support.

1.5 Priority 

The requirements list the steps we need to go through to achieve the required end result. Our project 
is divided into two parts, hardware development and software development.

The main aim is to work in parallel with the two parts to avoid a method called the waterfall 
method, which is a sequential model where the development is flowing downwards lika a waterfall 
through a number of phases[1]. When done with one phase you move down to the next one without 
turning back.

Our priorities are to be done with the parallel interface between the MCU and FPGA which are the 
grassroots of the structure towards the rest of the project. Next step will be working from both sides 
of the parallel interface, towards the PC from one side and the DUT on the other.
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1.6 Organization

Figure 1.1: Diagram over the work distribution. 

1.7 Risks

The risks that might occur is

• The project will not be done in time.

• The hardware setup of the board is faulty.

1.8 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 gives a brief description of the techniques that is used in project. 

Chapter 3 describes the methods that will be used to execute the project, and how to execute it. 

Chapter 4 describes the solution to the problem.

Chapter 5 the results.

Chapter 6 the conclusion of the project.

1.9 Authors

Author Area Responsibility Comments

Jasmin Abdel-Raouf Hardware FPGA All programming with 
the FPGA.

Fredrik Nyqvist Software Microcontroller/ Client 
program 

All programming with 
MCU and PC.
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2. Thesis Background
This chapter will guide through the essential things the reader needs to know about this project in 
general, and also some information about different technical parts.

Developing a flawless programming code has always been desirable among programmers but yet 
very difficult to achieve. An important step when developing code is testing. Testing in various 
ways is very important, to verify if the code works. Bugs are very common when executing 
software or hardware, thus we need a tool to find and remove bugs.

Debugging is a process of removing bugs or defects in computer software or electronic hardware.
[2] When the bugs are correctly removed the code should behave as expected. There are various 
ways of debugging in our case we have a debug board that connects to a PC via USB and to a DUT 
via an RS-232 connection.

2.1. USB Debug Board

Ericsson have developed a debug board that was used to download firmware, debug and trace 
software. The board had additional buttons for control and mode settings. The board was connected 
to a PC via an RS-232 connector which was common in PCs before. The modern PC no longer use 
RS-232 for direct serial connection, instead the USB is the new standard. Thus the company have 
developed a new board that have a USB connector, this board is referred to as the USB debug 
board.

The USB debug board is designed to be used for different Ericsson DUTs such as GEP3 see below. 
It controls the DUTs and send various signals to them. The debug board is controlled by the PC 
connected to it. After the task is completed the board will include a listener that listens to the RS-
232 ports and records the data. 

Figure 2.1: Architecture view of the debug board.
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2.2 FPGA 

The FPGA has an important role in this project. FPGA stands for ”Field-programmable gate array” 
and is an integrated circuit designed to be configured by a customer or a designer after 
manufacturing. It’s used in digital technologies, whose physical function can be changed by new 
programming transmitted by connecting a single cable.

FPGA is generally specified using HDL and can be used to implement any logical function that an 
Application Specific Integrated System (ASIC) could perform. The most common HDLs are VHDL 
and Verilog. The function of an FPGA chip is expressed in a hardware description language. The 
language facilitates the development and evaluation of functions before synthesizing circuit 
implementation. The actual programming is performed by a digital code that is created on a 
computer, transferred to a startup memory circuit use at power-up, or downloaded directly to the 
circuit.

The FPGA’s function description can be loaded directly via a data link, JTAG to a computer, 
different memories such as Random Access Memory (RAM), Read Only Memory (ROM) or a flash 
drive.

The FPGA is valuable since it has a low startup cost, you are able to immediately change any faulty 
code. Like a lot of circuits the unit cost for an ASIC is low at high volume orders[3].

2.2.1 Parallel Interface

The heart of the project is the communication between the FPGA and MCU. The data is sent 
between them via a 16 bit wide parallel interface. Interfacing these two is easier said than done, 
both FPGA and MCU does not communicate together efficiently. They are not designed for that 
purpose and both circuits do not speak the same language. The FPGA lacks dedicated logic that 
communicates with microcontrollers, this logic must be designed from scratch. The communication 
between MCU and FPGA is asynchronous. So a resynchronization of the MCU to the FPGA clock 
domain is needed. Transferring information between the MCU and the FPGA usually requires 
cycles on the MCU bus and usually ties up the resource used to effect the transfer. We have to avoid 
bottlenecks with external Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) or FLASH and on the MCU 
bus[4].

2.2.2 RS-232

A UART(Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) is an electronic circuit which handles 
communication over an asynchronous serial interface. Very often ”RS-232” which in 
telecommunications is a traditional name for a series of standards for serial binary single-ended data 
and control signals. It defines electrical characteristics, the 25-way D connector and the various 
functions of the various signal lines[5]. RS-232 is commonly used in computer serial ports and was 
once a standard feature of a PC for connections to modems, printers, mice and others peripheral 
devices. However many modern PC’s have no RS-232 ports due to the limited transmission speed, 
relatively large voltage swing, and large standard connectors motivated development of the USB. 
Some devices are still found in scientific instruments and industrial machines[6].
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Figure 2.2: Descriptive figure of the RS-232 interface.

2.3 RS-232 versus USB

Main difference between RS-232 and USB is the different data rate speed. RS-232 have a lower 
speed. The USB is a high speed interface that consumes less energy than the RS-232. The USB uses 
one port for every peripheral, the controls are made within the data stream. The USB is a complex 
interface where as the RS-232 is a low speed semi standard interface.[7]

2.4 Microcontroller

A microcontroller is by some people often confused with a microprocessor. This is easily done if 
you are a novice in the field of computer technology, so here is a brief explanation to clarify the 
whole:

The microprocessor generally require external components to implement program memory, RAM 
and various peripheral interfaces (e.g. I/O). The microcontroller on the other hand include these 
functions on one chip and are designed for embedded applications[8].

In the early 1970s Intel developed the first microprocessor[9]. The development was a success and 
after a short while they developed the first single-chip microprocessor, a 4-bit Intel 4004.

Much has happen in 40 years, and the microcontroller that we use today in this thesis work has a 
8051 processor, also developed by Intel.

For this project the microcontroller is used together with an FPGA to control the data flow to the 
DUT (device under test). The microcontroller, in this project, works much like a switch that only 
passes through data to the FPGA which act as a master. To load firmware to the microcontroller the 
code first has to be compiled to object files and then to a hexadecimal file. This hexadecimal file is 
then loaded on to the microcontroller RAM. 

Another way of downloading the firmware to the microcontroller is to make use of the PROM 
available on the board (if one exists). The advantage of this is that the code will stay in the PROM 
even after the microcontroller is disconnected from the power source. 

The microcontroller handles incoming data through so called endpoints, where it is temporary 
stored until the data is collected from another device. There are two different types of endpoints, 
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one is to send data on to the microcontroller, this endpoint is called an ”out endpoint”, which then 
can be further transmitted onto the external bus. The other endpoint is for collecting data from the 
microcontroller (”in endpoint”). 

To transfer via the USB interface (which is desired) it is required for devices that run in high speed 
(480 Mbps) also are able to enumerate (the sign process between the PC and the USB device) at full 
speed (12 Mbps). With the high speed enabled the size of each transferred package, through the 
bulk endpoints, can be up to 512 bytes large.

A simplified picture of the basic components of the microcontroller is visible below[10].

Figure 2.3: Different parts included in the microcontroller. On the left hand side we can see the 
bus, which actually includes I/O ports, address bus and data bus towards the PC. This bus is 
connected to the CPU of the microcontroller. On the other side there is a connection to an external 
bus which takes information from the FIFOs and the endpoints.

Registers For Data Transmission

The table below shows the different registers that are used for the firmware to transfer data to the 
external device[11].

Register Description

CPUCS Sets the CPU clock rate.

IFCONFIG Configures and sets the clock rate and specifies 
the transfer mode of the device.

PINFLAGSAB/
PINFLAGSCD

These registers sets the output flags to control 
the endpoints of the MCU from an external 
device (such as FPGA).

EP2CFG/
EP6CFG

Sets the direction of the endpoint and also the 
buffer type and size.

EP2FIFOCFG/
EP6FIFOCFG

Determines the FIFOs width in union with 
which operation mode to use.
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Operation Modes

The next step was to make the actual program that could send data onto the bus and further onto the 
FPGA. There are some ways to do this. 

• GPIF Mode

This mode is used when the external device, that is communicating with the MCU, is not 
intelligent enough to generate read and write signals. Therefore it is said that the 
microcontroller acts as a master generating all the necessary signals for communicating with 
the external slave device.

• Slave FIFO Mode

When the microcontroller uses the Slave FIFO mode it acts as a slave device to the FPGA so 
that the FPGA can decide when and where the data should be transferred. This means that 
the FPGA generates the necessary read and write signals to communicate with the MCU. 
Two signals are flags on the microcontroller side which tells the FPGA if an endpoint is full 
or empty, in this way the FPGA can know when to transmit or get data from the 
microcontroller. 

As an example of this we can say that a user is sending data from a PC onto the test board 
where the two devices are present. When the data has arrived at the out endpoint of the 
microcontroller the endpoints empty flag is set to false and the FPGA can now send the data 
on to the bus. When the FPGA is finished with its work of transmitting the data further, and 
gets new data from the DUT, it sends the data to the in endpoint of the microcontroller. The 
user now receives the data.

Depending on the application the choice between GPIF and Slave FIFO must be made. Since the 
MCU is time-limited, the more work you need done the more processor cycles is used. FPGAs on 
the other hand are space-limited so in order to get more work done you add more circuits. So if the 
space on the FPGA is not as big as the user demands, you buy a bigger FPGA. The FPGA takes on 
the load of processing tasks from the MCU and it also helps freeing it up from cycle intensive tasks 
thus after taking all this information in consideration we agreed upon using the Slave FIFO as the 
method to interface the circuits together.
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Figure 2.4: This picture shows how the slave FIFO queues works for the MCU 
implementation.

Transfer Modes

The MCU in this project acts as a data pipe in the middle between the PC and the FPGA. But there 
are two major ways to transfer the data to and from the MCU[12].

• Manual Mode

In this mode the 8051 processor of the MCU is in charge of committing the data from the 
USB peripheral domain.

• Auto Mode

When the endpoints are configured to be in Auto Mode the packets are committed 
automatically form the peripheral domain to the USB domain for out transfers and for in 
transfers it is the other way around.

Code are not required for the data transfer to and from the master, only the initialization of 
the registers are needed.

We can see from the picture below that the auto mode directly puts the data packets in the FIFO 
queue. The manual mode on the other hand first has to go via the processor on its way to the FIFOs.
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Figure 2.5: Difference between the two transfer modes of the MCU.

2.5 Listener

To perform debugging in a rather complex system like in this project it is good to make use of 
listeners. This is useful when debugging problems around the PIP interface[13] which is also one of 
the requirements of the thesis project.

The listener can be divided into two parts; the hardware style of listener and the 
software style of the listener. The hardware style of the listener sets a time stamp on 
each byte and sends it to the PC and the software.

2.6 GEP Board 

Generic Ericsson Processor 3 (GEP3) is an x86 based general processing board within Ericsson 
Blade System (EBS). It is the third generation in the GEP family.

GEP3 is designed to fit different systems and applications needing high performance. It is delivered 
and tested with Linux drivers and is used with multiple different distributions.
It utilize a 64-bit, 6 cores, Intel Westmere processor (XEON L5638) running at 2.00 Giga Hertz 
(Ghz), Tylersburg and ICH10 RAID support chipset.

In the thesis the GEP 3 will be referred to as DUT. [14]
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3. Model

3.1 Agile

The thesis work has mainly consisted of coding in the form of software and hardware development. 
Agile consists of a group of software development methods. It is a popular system to work with 
software development unlike the Waterfall method which is seen to be difficult to use for 
programming since it is difficult to improve the features after they have been implemented. Agile 
software development uses the Iterative development known as sprints[15]. The sprint is used by a 
group of people working on a project with focus on software development. Every sprint is usually 
seven days long.

Because of this we have chosen to work in the Agile work flow, this was done with the Scrum 
method. The team have been working on different areas (software and hardware) and to make the 
work flow as fluent as possible the two parts have been developed in parallel to each other. 

3.1.1 Scrum

The Scrum method is a proven efficient way of working together in a team[16]. This is especially 
important in a software development team, such as this.

The Scrum work flow for us consisted of three different parts, each depending on the foregoing 
part.

• Product Backlog

The Product Backlog is a type of list containing all the priorities of the product. One way of 
expressing there features on the list is by writing them in form of user stories, where the 
“stories” are described out of the users perspective.

• Sprint Backlog

The next step in the sprint is the Sprint Backlog. Here the team can choose a number of user 
stories and add the time they think each task requires to be finished.

• Sprint Result

This is the last in the Scrum sprint. Here the team will have a review of the last iteration and 
see if everything was completed as expected or if some task/user stories needs to be moved 
to the next iteration. Suggestions and improvements are also done here to maximize the 
performance for the next time.
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Figure 3.1: Different steps during the Scrum sprints.

3.2 Work Distribution

Ericsson advised us from the beginning that this project is very large hence it should be divided into 
two parts one for each student, hardware and software.

3.3 Hardware

3.3.1 Tools

There has been various of tools needed for developing and testing the hardware part. All the 
hardware was written in VHDL.

The tools used are the following:

ModelSim
ModelSim is a digital ASIC simulation and verification tool. It is used to design the VHDL code 
and to simulate it, to ensure that the code is stable and working.

Xilinx ISE
To transfer the code into FPGA you have to synthesis it. The synthesis engine maps the design to a 
net list which is translated to a gate level description. Then the design is transferred to the FPGA. 
For this process we use Xilinx ISE.

To test the communication between the FPGA and MCU we use ChipScope which is included in the 
Xilinx ISE.

Since we need the software downloaded into the FPGA to remain there after it lose power, we 
transfer it to the FPGA's PROM. The software needed is Xilinx SDK.

We even use Oscilloscope to verify that the pins on FPGA send/receives data.
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3.3.2 Test

ModelSim
Being able to test the hardware system is crucial and luckily we had three different tools to test the 
data flow running in the FPGA. We Used ModelSim to create the code, and the simulator included 
in ModelSim to initially simulate the code till the right results are achieved.

Oscilloscope
Oscilloscope are a good tool to see if the data is flowing on specific test pins on the debug board.
ChipScope

Chipscope is an excellent tool provided from Xilinx. It is logic analyzer. By adding an Integrated 
logic analyzer (Ila) and an Integrated controller core (Icon), and connecting them to the appropriate 
signals in your design you will be able to monitor those signals in the design. ChipScope Analyzer 
is an interface used for controlling the integrated logic analyzer. You can monitor the signals by 
viewing the waveforms.[17]

Figure 3.2: Simulation of the RS-232 interface.
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3.4 Software

To solve the problems and to create the programs that are necessary for the software part of the 
project we have followed certain guidelines and the approach is specified in the flowchart below.

Figure 3.3: Flowchart of the work flow.

1. The research phase is very important for the developer. Here lays the foundation of the 
problem and the developer gather knowledge of how to implement the program.

2. After the research the programmer creates a test program to simulate the process of the 
final program that is to be created. 

3. The acceptance test is done so that the developer know that the requirements of the 
program are met.

4. Regardless of the outcome from the acceptance test, the programmer documents every thing 
worth knowing for the future.

5. The next step is to determine if the program needs to be developed further or if it has 
met all the requirements and can move to the next step in the process.

6. When the program has gone through all the different parts of the process it is time to start 
implement the functionality in the final program.
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3.4.1 Tools

This section describes which different tools that have been used in the software development for 
this project.

• SDCC

The Small Device C Compiler (SDCC) is a tool for compiling code that is for example to be 
used in microcontrollers and PIC-processors[18].

The code (e.g. .c, .h, .asm-files etc) that is to be compiled is first converted to, including 
others, object files. These files are then together compiled to create a hexadecimal file 
(.hex). This file is used as the firmware loaded into the microcontrollers RAM.

SDCC were used during the first part of the project when the interfaces between the 
microcontroller and the FPGA were implemented.

• Cypress Tools

Cypress provides a collection of different programs that we in this project have been useful 
to us. This collection of programs have not only been useful to to test the microcontroller, 
but also to widen the understanding of how to implement these functionalities when writing 
the Windows GUI and CLI.

The program CyConsole includes functionality to download firmware to the microcontroller 
and can also be used to send data to different endpoints of it. 

For code that is to be downloaded to the PROM of the microcontroller, is it possible to use 
Cypress tool called ”Hex2bix”. This program converts a hexadecimal file to a file suitable 
for i2c (.iic).

• Visual Studio Express 2010

A tool for developing programs in the programming language C# for Windows. This 
program have been used in connection with the development of the Windows GUI/CLI that 
is to control the serial ports and also have register access on the FPGA.
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4. Design

4.1 Hardware

In order for the FPGA to communicate with the MCU we need to program the FPGA which initially 
is a big black box.

4.1.1 Requirements

Object:
The aim of the thesis for the FPGA is to receive data from the MCU and depending on the protocol, 
the FPGA's task is to send data to the GPIOs on the debug board or send/receive data to DUT via 
RS-232.

In-data:
The in-data to the FPGA describes the input methods used for the circuit:
PC computer → GUI → MCU → FPGA.

Out-data:
The out-data from the FPGA describes the output methods used for the circuit:
PC computer → GUI → MCU → FPGA → GPIO/DUT.
Notice that both input and output is initially receiving data from PC computer, GUI and MCU 
because the PC computer is the master which choses between a read or write.

Functions:
The PC computer with help of the GUI sends a protocol that defines wether the user wants to 
activate GPIO, send/receive data to DUT via RS-232 or listen to the RS-232 port. The data that is 
sent between MCU and FPGA is parallel and the data between RS-232 and DUT is serial.

4.1.2 Specification

The list above is the list of requirements that the company has presented to us, next step is to break 
the requirements down and specify them further. Which will help clarifying what is needed for the 
next steps architecture and implementation. The specification list does not describe how the design 
works but it covers the basic concepts in the design.

Specification of FPGA circuit includes the following:

• Receive data from the parallel data bus between FPGA and MCU.

• Depending on the protocol send data to either GPIO or RS-232.

• Memory for RS-232 to use for the listener functionality.

The FPGA is an empty box. To succeed with making it perform as the user wish, important blocks 
are to be added. Below is the list of the most important blocks in the FPGA.
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Figure 4.1 Block diagram of the FPGA implementation.

• Read is the block which receives the data from MCU.

• Write is the block which transmits the data coming either from GPIO or RS-232 back to the 
PC.

• Databuss is the block which works as a pointer that points data to it's intended destination.

• GPIO Interface for the GPIO.

• RS-232 Uart interface.

4.1.3 Architecture Design

Like stated earlier the specification does not show how the system works but what the system does. 
How the system do work is described in the architecture design.

In the architecture design simple block diagrams will describe the system architecture. 

Figure 4.2 Block diagram that describes the architecture of the hardware part and how the data is 
flowing threw the blocks.
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The following block diagram shows the architecture of the hardware.

Figure 4.3: Block diagram describing the overall architecture of the hardware.

4.1.4 Implementation

Now we have studied the specification we received from the company and from the specification 
we have been able to specify the requirements needed and even see the whole project with help of 
the architecture. The most important part of the hardware implementation is the interface between 
the FPGA and MCU. The MCU have different flags and pins, the FPGA uses these signals to 
connect with the MCU. The signals are stated in the figure below.

Figure 4.4: List of pins connected between MCU and FPGA and the directions of the signals.
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4.1.4.1 Read and Write Block

In FPGA we have a block called Read and Write. The Read blocks look at the signals on the MCU 
and receives the data from the FIFO OUT in MCU.The Flaga is the empty flag used for the FIFO 
OUT. Fifoadr is the adress for the FIFO OUT. The read block is even used to define the protocol 
that is sent from PC. The Write block is the block used to send back data coming from GPIO or RS-
232 and to FIFO IN in the MCU. More about the MCU flags and pins are described in the software 
section.

Figure 4.5: Flowchart of one of the most important blocks in FPGA the Read block.
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4.1.4.2 Data_bus, GPIO and RS-232

Another important block is called data_bus which is the heart of the FPGA. It is a multiplexer 
(mux) that looks at the protocol from Read, depending on the command from the user you either 
read towards the RS-232/GPIO or write from RS-232/GPIO.

Finally we have the GPIO block and RS-232 blocks one for transmission and one for receiving the 
RS-232 send the data via a serial connection. The GPIO block interfaces the GPIO and instantiates 
the registers for GPIO. The RS-232 blocks defines the registers and how the data should flow 
to/from the DUT. The RS-232 also have two FIFO queues for every block. That are used for the 
listener functionality. (read the Software section).

Figure 4.6: The Data path between MCU and DUT.

Figure 4.6 shows how the data is received from the MCU via the parallel bus. Depending on what 
register is chosen in Data_bus the right action is taken. 
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4.2 Software

4.2.1 Requirements

The two subtitles below includes the requirements for the software part of this thesis as partly listed 
by the consumer.

4.2.1.1 Firmware For microcontroller

• The code shall be written in a way that it easy to upgrade and add features to the program. 

• It should also be fast enough to meet the requirements of the USB standard.

• Communicate with an external device (FPGA). 

• Written in C and Assembler.

• Compiled with SDCC.

4.2.1.2 Client Program for PC

• Communicate with the MCU through USB connection.

• Define a protocol for the data transfer.

• Serial port and register access towards the FPGA.

• Full PIP listener support.

• Both GUI and CLI applications.

• Written in C#.

4.2.2 Specification

4.2.2.1 Firmware For microcontroller

• The microcontroller shall make use of the endpoints to control the data:

◦ Use endpoint 2 as outgoing endpoint (towards the external bus).

◦ Use endpoint 6 as ingoing endpoint (towards the PC).

• The firmware shall commit and send data by the least effort possible and fast enough to 
make the timing with the external device. 

4.2.2.2 Client Program for PC

• The protocol shall consist of three parts with a total of 16 bits:

◦ Command; bit 0 – 1.

◦ Address; bit 2 – 7.

◦ Length; bit 8 – 15.
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• Data sent to the MCU are collected from the out endpoint (EP2).

• The listener functionality shall listen for data at the in endpoint (EP6).

• Data collected by the listener should be stored in a text file.

4.2.3 Architecture Design

This section gives the reader a basic idea of what features and functionalities the software for this 
project have.

4.2.3.1 Firmware for microcontroller

As pointed out in the text earlier, we need to implement a communication between the PC and the 
DUT. To do this we have to make sure that the connection between the microcontroller and the 
FPGA work out of the box. This is very important because it is these two components that do all the 
hard work with transferring the data to its right place. One may say that the microcontroller only 
passes the data through to the FPGA where it is then passed on to the DUT.

The MCU works very much like a switch that only directs the data from one end to another. In 
Figure 4.8 the reader can get the basic understanding of how the firmware works.

Figure 4.8: The main functionality for the firmware.
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4.2.3.2 Client Program for PC

Together with the hardware implementation for the FPGA and the firmware for the MCU the user 
need to have some way to communicate with the test board and control the data flow. This is the 
purpose of the client program. Some key features includes to control GPIOs on the board as well as 
listener functionalities on the serial ports.

The main purpose of this program is to communicate with the test board and control its serial ports 
towards the DUT. The application sends data to the in endpoint of the MCU where it is then 
forwarded onto the parallel bus (to the FPGA). For this communication a protocol have been 
created to let the FPGA know where to direct the incoming data from the bus.

Functional Description of Program

Figure 4.9: Flow chart showing the basic concept of the client program.
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Communication with Test Board

The picture below shows the basic concept of the communication between the application and the 
test board.  

Figure 4.10: Client program communicating with the MCU via a protocol.

4.2.4 Implementation 

4.2.4.1 Firmware For Microcontroller

This section will talk about the implementation of the software used for the microcontroller. The 
text will go through the steps that were necessary in the process.

The Cypress website gave a good starting point for this implementation, here we could find 
examples written for similar projects. But because of the fact that the examples are written for the 
Keil compiler (we are using SDCC) the code needed, not only to be modified, but also to be 
rewritten in a way that SDCC could understand.

SDCC Assembler

The SDCC compiler is different from Keil in many ways, for example the assembler syntax used 
for the compiler differs from the two. This was one of the first things that were taken in 
consideration when converting the code. The assembler files exists partly to define strings of 
different types and also to build up a so called jump table. The jump table is to make it easy for the 
program to ”jump” to different functions in the program, it is written in assembler to make it 
memory efficient. The strings that are defined in the assembler code also defines the ID and serial 
number for the Windows driver so it can be recognized by the PC.
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One difference between the two syntaxes is how the binary-and hexadecimal values are represented;

Value type Keil SDCC

Binary db 10000000b .db 0b10000000

Hexadecimal db 80H .db 0x80

The Keil syntax uses public to define global variables for the program whereas in SDCC the syntax 
is written as .globl.

To have the PC to recognize the MCU a certain Vendor ID and Product ID were needed to be 
defined:

.dw 0xB404 ;; Vendor ID (Cypress)

.dw 0x0820 ;; Product ID (Slave FX2LP)

Building Slave.c

To make use of the FPGAs compatibilities it was chosen to use the MCU in Slave FIFO mode. This 
means that the MCU acts as a slave to the master FPGA. This also means less functionality in the 
microcontroller because it does not need to generate read and write signals. The required external 
signals from the MCU are flags for the endpoints which tells the master when it can read and write.

To enable the device to run in Slave FIFO mode the IFCONFIG register was set to the following:

IFCONFIG = 0xE3;

This also tells the device to use the internal clock with clock frequency 48 MHz.

Two outgoing signals were set to indicate whether the current endpoint are full respective empty.

PINFLAGSAB = 0x08;

PINFLAGSCD = 0xE0;

These two rows specifies that flag A is set to be endpoint 2 empty flag (EP2 EF) and flag D is set to 
be endpoint 6 full flag (EP6 FF). Where EP2 is the out endpoint and EP6 is the in endpoint.

For the endpoints it was chosen to use the bulk transfer which can handle 512 bytes. Because of this 
the configured size was set to 512 bytes to suit the transfer rate of high speed data. These settings 
were configured by the following:

EP2CFG = 0xA0;

EP6CFG = 0xE0;

The speed and simplicity was considered when choosing to use the Auto in/out mode for the 
transfer. This was set in the EpxFIFOCFG registers.

EP2FIFOCFG = 0x10;

EP6FIFOCFG = 0x4C;

This also means that the FIFOs are configured to 16 bits to fit with the data bus with the same 
width.
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Before the final program were to be developed, a test program was created to make sure that the 
microcontroller handled the data correctly. This program takes data from one endpoint and sends it 
to another endpoint, with other words it loops the information back to the user. This program had 
almost the same configuration as the final one, it was therefore a good way to test the functionality 
without the external master.

As seen in Figure 4.1 the execution of the program examines the two endpoints that are used for 
data transfer and then sends the data to the FIFO queues where it is then further transported.

To create a hex-file the assembler files together with the C source files are first linked to several 
object files. After this the final hex file can be loaded to the MCU. 

4.2.4.2 Client Program For PC

The program automatically downloads the firmware to the microcontroller RAM memory at start. 
This is done to make sure the device always have the latest firmware.

Program Overview

The application consists of three classes; one class defines the protocol for transmission, one 
includes all the necessary methods for communicating with the test board. The final class is the 
main class where the application is called.

Figure 4.11: The three classes that builds the client program. This picture shows the most 
important methods for each class.

Communicating With Test Board and MCU

The Cypress API was used to get the application to communicate with the MCU via the USB 
connection. In order for this to work the MCU must be loaded with a valid firmware which sets the 
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device strings for the Windows driver. This was set during the implementation of the MCU.

The first task was to locate the device from the software and to do this the program puts all Cypress 
USB devices in a list and return it to the user.

UsbDevices = new USBDeviceList(CyConst.DEVICES_CYUSB);

When the contact for the device is established it is possible to transfer and receive data to and from 
the device. As pointed out earlier the software communicate through the two endpoints of the MCU 
and this was implemented as follows. For data to the device:

if (outEndpoint != null) // EP2

bool send = outEndpoint.XferData(ref buf, ref len);

...

And data from the device:

if (inEndpoint != null) // EP6

bool get = inEndpoint.XferData(ref buf, ref len);

…

buf specifies the buffer size and len specifies the length of the data packet.

Protocol

For every command that is sent from the client program to the external master a protocol is sent to 
define read/write access and address specification. This will then be handled by the FPGA to further 
direct the data.

The protocol is divided in three different parts:

• cmd: The command bits. Tells whether it is a read or write operation.

• adr: Includes the address bits to tell the FPGA where to go.

• length/GPIO: The length of the data packets is displayed here as well as the GPIO address 
for outgoing transfers (towards the FPGA).

Figure 4.12: An illustration of how the different sections of the protocol are divided.
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The protocol uses different addresses to determine which operation to perform. For 
example the GPIOs uses the protocol which has a '1' in the most significant bit, whereas 
all other has '0' in that position. 

The lines of code below shows how the protocol is defined in the program.

Byte[] sp = new byte[2];

// Set bits for cmd and address

sp[1] = (byte)(cmd | address);

// Set bits for length/GPIO

sp[0] = (byte)length;

Where cmd, adr and length are byte values specified depending on what command is 
sent. For example the command to reset the FPGA has the protocol:

prot.SetProtocol(0x01, 0x30, 0x00);// in the order: cmd,
//  adr, length

Listener

The program includes a listener functionality that listens for data traffic around the serial 
port.

The software style of the PIP listener is implemented in this program. This is 
implemented as an own process which sends out a protocol that tells the FPGA that the 
listener functionality in the hardware shall be activated. The process then listens for 
incoming data at the out endpoint and sends it to the program where it is stored in a file. 
The picture below illustrates the work flow for the listener thread in the software.

The software listener performs an asynchronous data transfer. It starts by setting up 
queue buffers and other parameters for the transmission and starts the transfer. 
Immediately after this it returns without waiting for the transfer to finish.
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Figure 4.13: Picture describes how the listener is implemented in the software.
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5. Results
During the software implementation an application for the PC was developed. This program 
includes functionality to send and receive data to/from the test board. It implements two different 
listeners (PPC or IPMI) of which the user can specify which one to use. The communication 
between the PC and the test board is realized with a protocol defined by the client program.

The program can be seen as the main master of the system and it is now possible to connect the PC 
with the test board via a USB connection. The client program is now easily used in any computer 
with the Windows Vista or newer and comes in both CLI and GUI. 

The test board is configured to work in high speed mode through the USB connection which makes 
it both fast and reliable. The firmware also includes the possibility to use the Full speed Mode for 
devices that cannot handle the High speed Mode. 

Depending on which version of the firmware is used, two different mode settings for transmission 
can be enabled; the manual mode and the auto mode, where the manual mode are more 
customizable when it comes to handle data but with the cost of speed and potential bugs.

In the hardware implementation an interface was made that connects the data sent from the MCU to 
the FPGA. We where successfully able to receive commands from the GUI and for instance turn 
on/off a GPIO on the board. The RS-232 is still in a test basis where we are able to send the text 
“Hello World” to the DUT and receive it back to the PC. 

Figure 5.1: The main window of the client program for the PC showing a one direction 
communication with the test board.
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6. Conclusion
Since our client Ericsson is a high technology company, they where very accurate with their 
specification. Which made it easy for us to follow.

The hardware of the debug board was already in place when we took over the project hence the 
programming of the hardware was the purpose of the project. The board had an FPGA and a MCU 
that had their respective brands. Thus the technical approach was limited to the circuits’ own design 
tools. The GUI was written with the language C# in Visual Studio since it is well integrated in 
Windows.

In the future the debug board could be integrated with Linux system as well by creating USB 
drivers for Linux. The system could also be improved by help of interrupt handler. Now the MCU is 
continuously polling for information from the FPGA and could benefit with interrupt handler to 
save energy.
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Appendix – Commands for Client Program

Command Description

clear Clear screen

resetEP Reset endpoint

resetPPC ResetPPC

resetIPMI Reset IPMI

resetFPGA Reset FPGA

GetData Get data from in endpoint

Help Help list

? (Same as help)

Reconnect Reconnect device

resDevice Reset device

WriteData Write data on the FPGA side
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